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ABSTRACT

In this work we further explore a previously proposed tech-

nique, used in the context of physical modeling synthesis,

whereby a waveguide structure is replaced by a low-latency

convolution operation with an impulse response. By do-

ing so, there is no longer the constraint that successive ar-

rivals be uniformly spaced, nor need they decay exponen-

tially as they must in a waveguide structure. The struc-

ture of an impulse response corresponding to an acoustic

tube is discussed, with possible synthesis parameters identi-

fied. Suggestions are made for departing from a physically-

constrained structure, looking in particular at impulse re-

sponses that are mathematically-based and/or that correspond

to hybrid or multi-phonic instruments by interleaving two or

more impulse responses. The result is an exploration of vir-

tual musical instruments that are either based on physical in-

struments, completely imagined, or somewhere in between.

1 INTRODUCTION

It is common practice for contemporary musicians to ex-

plore playing techniques by producing sounds on their in-

struments that may be unusual, surprising or perhaps com-

pletely atypical of the instrument. In the case of wind instru-

ments, extended playing techniques such as side and flutter

tonguing, false fingering, split tones, circular breathing, are

typically practiced by very accomplished musicians as who

have highly proficient and virtuosic control over their air-

flow and embouchure. By employing unusual playing tech-

niques, the player achieves a sound that seemingly extends

or redefines the instrument itself.

In addition to extending playing techniques, it has be-

come increasingly common for modern musicians to effec-
tively modify the instrument itself, both offline and during
real-time performance. Some notable examples include re-

cent performances by clarinetist Francois Houle creating a

polyphonic effect by blowing into two different instruments

simultaneously, extending the clarinet by directing the ra-

diated sound onto the strings and soundboard of an open

grand piano, or removing parts of the clarinet bore during
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performance. Modern trumpet players, such as slide trum-

pet player Steve Bernstein, often use a technique where the

microphone is swallowed by the trumpet, effectively alter-
ing the horn’s frequency response by removing the radiation

transfer function of the flare, producing a low-pass sound

similar to a rubber mallet dragging along the taut skin of a

drum. Many musicians will also explore custom built in-

struments, with slight modification to the shape of the bore,

the bell or the mouthpiece.

Some such instrument extensions can be awkward, costly

or impractical, and limiting if the musician doesn’t want the

change to be permanent or damage the instrument. In any

event, no matter what physical modifications are made, the

instrument will always be constrained by the acoustics gov-

erning the system, which in the case of wind instruments,

will yield a periodic impulse response with uniformly spaced

arrivals (or echos) corresponding to the length of the instru-

ment, with each consecutive arrival decaying over time due

to reflection and propagation losses. Changing or remov-

ing components of the instrument will alter the frequency

response of these losses, but they will always have a low-

pass characteristic and an exponential decay in amplitude,

and the impulse response will always be periodic. Convo-

lutional synthesis would allow for greater possibilities re-

lated to the practice of instrument extension since, unlike

the impulse responses corresponding to a waveguide syn-

thesis model (which aims to model a physical structure), the

employed impulse responses are not necessarily physically

constrained.

In this work we further explore this previously proposed

technique of convolutional synthesis [5], and propose a so-

lution whereby the performer may enhance or replace their

instrument all together with a synthesized parametric im-

pulse response. That is, if the signal generated by the reed

may be estimated from the signal recorded at the bell during

a real-time performance of the instrument [6], it may be con-

volved directly with a new parametric impulse response cor-

responding to a new instrument, either physics-based, com-

pletely imagined, or perhaps somewhere in between. Alter-

natively, rather than using the estimated reed pulse directly,

it may be used to extract key playing parameters that can

then be remapped to the control parameters of a synthesized

source, perhaps a parametric pulse train or a more rigorous

physics-based model of a generalized-reed [7], which may

then be convolved with a new parametric impulse response.
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In both cases, using a low-latency convolution operation [1]

as described in Section 4, will allow for a level of real-time

interactive control comparable to a waveguide model.

The term Convolutional Synthesis borrows from the term
Convolutional Reverb, a technique used for simulating re-
verberation of a physical or virtual space by using its char-

acteristic impulse response. In this work, measurements of

acoustic tubes, and musical instrument bores, are used as a

base from which a parametric impulse response may be syn-

thesized, corresponding to possible wind instrument bores,

either existing, or imagined.

2 PARAMETRIC IMPULSE RESPONSES

2.1 Synthesizing one-dimensional propagating waves

A physics-based model of a wind instrument usually con-

sists of a source (the reed pulse) and a filter (the bore, bell

and possibly the mouthpiece). Depending on the reed con-

figuration, the flow from the reed may have a strong or weak

coupling to the connected acoustic tube, that is, the reso-

nance of the bore and bell may have a varying degree of in-

fluence over the resonance or the reed pulse. The oscillating

reed provides an excitation to the bore by modulating the

air flowing through an aperture with a time-varying cross-

sectional area, providing a pressure input. This input is ef-

fectively convolved with the instrument’s impulse response

(as measured at the reed end) to produce the pressure at the

base of the bore (or mouthpiece).

Pressure waves travelling along the instrument bore are

frequently modeled using the digital waveguide [3] structure

seen in Figure 1. This enables use of appropriate waveguide

elements to account for propagation losses, λ(ω), reflection
losses at the tube ends Rcl(ω) and Rop(ω), and a change of
tube length corresponding to the delay z−L

.

T (ω)z−L

z−Lλ(ω)

λ(ω)

Rcl(ω) Rop(ω)

Figure 1. A waveguide model of a cylinder closed at one

end with reflectionRcl(ω) and open at the other with reflec-
tion Rop(ω).

The impulse corresponding to the waveguide structure in

Figure 1, as driven and measured at the closed end, is fairly

straightforward to synthesize by following the signal flow of

the propagating wave in response to an applied impulse: if

an impulse enters the tube at the (not perfectly) closed end,

the pulse would be measured at that location at that point

in time. After the impulse travels round-trip to the bell and

back, a second arrival, A2, would be measured 2L samples
later at the bore base, and would consist of the initial pulse

filtered according to

A2 = λ2(ω)Rop(ω)(1 + Rcl(ω)), (1)

where the term (1+Rcl(ω)) corresponds to the need to sum
the left and reflected right going traveling waves to obtain

the actual pressure as recorded at the closed end. The ar-
rival A2 would also travel down to the bell and back, and

produce a third arrival, consisting of A2 with additional fil-

tering according to

A3 = λ4(ω)R2
op(ω)Rcl(ω)(1 + Rcl(ω)). (2)

Every subsequent arrival would be the result of the previous

arrival having been subjected to another round of wall and

reflection losses.

Figure 2 shows the impulse response corresponding to

the closed-open tube and waveguide structure shown in Fig-

ure 1. The impulse response has a very clear periodic struc-

ture, with uniformly spaced sequence of arrivals correspond-

ing to the length of the tube. The losses in the system have

a low-pass characteristic, causing an overall exponential de-

cay, with each arrival being increasingly smeared in time.
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Figure 2. A synthesized impulse response corresponding to

a cylindrical acoustic tube closed at one end and open at the

other.

This impulse response may be synthesized by creating

a sequence of arrivals, each one containing the appropriate

filtering corresponding to (1) and (2), up to the number of

desired arrivals. One parameter that may be made avail-

able to the user in this case is the spacing between the ar-

rivals, which may be stretched or contracted (which would

correspond to a change in delay zL
in in Fig. ??) depending

on the desired pitch. Alternate filters for Rop (theoretical,

measured, or imagined) may be swapped in to the impulse

response during performance, corresponding to a real-time

change of the bell shape. Similarly, the transfer function

Rcl may be modified to simulate a change in reed: a lip reed

for example, would have more significant loss than would a

woodwind reed.

2.2 Other Possible Impulse Responses

Regardless of the filter transfer functions or the delay length

L, the impulse response corresponding to Figure 1 will al-
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ways have uniformly spaced arrivals, and if stable, an over-

all amplitude envelope that decays over time. Yet when syn-

thesizing the impulse response directly, that is, by not us-

ing a waveguide model, there is no need to adhere to these

physical constraints. The period between pulse arrivals need

not be uniform but may have some other structure, perhaps

randomly distributed, or according to some mathematical

model such as the golden ratio as in Figure 5. It may also be

possible to create hybrid or multi-phonic instruments by in-

terleaving two separate impulse responses (as in Figure 3).

Also, the sequences need not decay exponentially; they may

grow and then suddenly drop, with rates specified paramet-

rically if so desired.
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Figure 3. An impulse response is synthesized by interleav-

ing two separate impulse response (top and middle) to pro-

duce a multi-phonic impulse response (bottom).

It is also possible to use an entire impulse response as

measured from an instrument, such as the one shown for

a trumpet in Figure 4. Though periodicity is less visible

here, the impulse response is still composed of a sequence

of arrivals, each having a transfer function corresponding to

any losses in the system, most notably the wall losses and

the reflection at the bell. This impulse response could be

used as is, or by changing identified parameters much like

was done in [2], but instead of replacing leading zeros of a

measured reflection function with a delay line, we propose

simply making the number of zeros in the impulse response

variable, and use it to create a periodic impulse response.

Another possibility is to convolve this measured impulse re-

sponse with one that has been synthesized, creating a hybrid

instrument.

3 CONVOLUTIONAL SYNTHESIS

Once a parametric impulse response is in place, the sys-

tem needs an excitation mechanism, that is, a signal to be

convolved with the impulse response. Here we consider

three possibilities: a parametric pulse train, a physics-based

model of a reed, and a signal corresponding to a reed pulse,

estimated be inverse filtering during a live performance.

3.1 A parametric pulse train

In this case, results are explored using a sequence of bell-

curve shaped functions (such as gaussian), the width, shape

(symmetry) and periodicity of which are controllable pa-

rameters. Since it may be desirable to have the source strongly

coupled with the acoustic filter, the periodicity of the pulse

train may be set automatically to a value corresponding to

the fundamental frequency, or a harmonic, of the the para-

metric impulse response.

A graphical user interface, as shown in Figure 5, was

developed to allow for modification of both source (pulse

train) and impulse response parameters, and to perform the

convolutional synthesis.

3.2 A physics-based reed model

In this case, we explore the use of a physics-based model of

a generalized reed as a source. The reed model depends on

a bore model for obtaining the downstream (bore) pressure,

which is used for establishing the pressure difference across

the reed, a requirement for oscillation.

The problem that may be encountered here is that cer-

tain reed configurations will not oscillate under all bore con-

ditions (this is an expected limitation of a physics-based

model). Rather than limit the producible sounds by limit-

ing the possible impulse responses, we propose the use of

two impulse responses (as seen in Figure 6), whereby one

impulse response, h(t), is convolved with the bore input
pressure (the product of the airflow from the reed U and the
bore impedance Z0) to produce the bore pressure required

to achieve reed oscillation, and the other impulse response,

g(t), is convolved with the input pressure to obtain the pro-
duced sound. It should be noted that if keeping a physi-

cal structure is desirable, g(t) may be inferred from h(t),
with the assumption that a transmission is always amplitude

complementary to its corresponding reflection (that is, it has

transfer function G(z) = 1 + H(z) for pressure waves [4]).
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Figure 4. An impulse response from a trumpet.
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Figure 5. A graphical user interface allows for parametric

synthesis of both input source and impulse response. For

the impulse response, the user may specify the spacing of

the arrivals, the filters of which they are composed, and the

individual arrival and overall amplitude envelopes. For the

source, the user may specify periodicity, shape and width of

pulses.

It may also be possible however, to use completely unrelated

impulse responses.

3.3 An estimated reed pulse

In this case, the bore impulse response is not only used for

synthesis, but for analysis and estimation of the reed pulse,

during an actual performance. If the reed pulse may be es-

timated using an inverse filter corresponding to the correct

impulse response (which will change during performance),

the reed pulse may be directly convolved with an impulse

response similar or entirely different from the one corre-

sponding to the instrument being played. Alternatively, fea-

tures corresponding to different playing techniques may be

extracted from the estimated reed pulse, and then remapped

to control parameters of the pulse train or reed model de-

pm

pb

g(t)

h(t)

Z0U
PCV

(reed)

Figure 6. A signal flow diagram of convolutional waveg-

uide synthesis in the context of a reed instrument. The bore

pressure pb is obtained by convolving the bore input pres-

sure Z0U with the impulse response h(t), and the model
output is obtained by a convolution with the impulse re-

sponse g(t).

scribed above. This application is the ultimate aim of the

convolutional synthesis technique and relies on successfully

estimating the reed pulse, a research goal that has obtained

several results [6].

4 LOW-LATENCY CONVOLUTION

Figure 7. Fast convolution with latency

Though the waveguide structure, as seen in Figure 1,

could have been used to filter all three source/excitation ex-

amples described in Section 3, we propose the use of a low-

latency convolution, as described in [1], with a complete

impulse response (i.e. not just a reflection function corre-

sponding to a single round-trip down the bore to the bell

and back).

If latency is not a concern, a simple implementation of

fast convolution as illustrated in Figure 7 may be used, whereby

a blocksize of samples s(k) is convolved with the entire im-
pulse response h(n) and stored. One hopsize later, the next
blocksize of samples s(k + 1) is also convolved with h(n)
and added to the previously stored result. This process con-

tinues until the end of the input signal s(n) is reached. The
problem with this implementation is that there is a latency
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corresponding to the length of the impulse response. That is,

if parametric changes are made to the impulse response, the

effects of one or more previous impulse response state(s)

would continue to be heard for a time, in the worst case,

corresponding to the sum of the lengths of the impulse re-

sponse and blocksize (see the lengths of the component sig-

nals s(k)∗h(n), s(k+1)∗h(n) etc. in Figure 7 as compared
to counterpart components in the low-latency convolution il-

lustrate in Figure 8).

Figure 8. Fast convolution with low-latency.

In a low-latency convolution operation as described by

[1] however, both signal s(n) and impulse response h(n)
are windowed into a sequence of blocks (as shown in Fig-

ure 8). The convolution operation of a signal frame with

an impulse response frame need only occur at the time it is

needed for continued sound output. Because the result of

a previous lengthy convolution is not stored, the user may

modify the impulse response every blocksize of samples,

where the blocksize is significantly shorter than the entire

length of the impulse response. If the impulse response is

parametric, the user’s modifications may be heard in real-

time, yielding the same level of interactive control as the

waveguide model.

5 CONCLUSION

At the expense of computational complexity, the low-latency

convolution affords the user some additional advantages to

the waveguide model. For example, it is possible to build

impulse responses less typical of a physical system, which

would be difficult to obtain within a waveguide structure.

There is no longer the physical constraint of having im-

pulse response arrival uniformly spaced. Rather, they may

be spaced according to some other structure, or interleaved

in patterns that create multiple tones, creating multi-phonic

or hybrid instruments. The impulse responses are also not

constrained by stability in that arrivals must not decay.

This work is ultimately intended to be used in real-time

performance, affording modern wind instrument players the

ability to extend their instruments in addition to extending

their playing technique. The proposed convolutional tech-

niques permits sound exploration that is no longer limited

by the physical structure of the instrument being played.
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